The following list includes those published items and creative works as submitted by the faculty and staff at IUSB. The list is not intended as a comprehensive list of all works published by IUSB faculty and staff during 2020.

**Ernestine M. Raclin School of the Arts**

**Communication Studies**

**Mancino, Matthew**

**Journal Article**


**Martinez, Tami K.**

**Book Chapter**


**New Media**

**Lasater, Michael**

**Exhibitions**


**Poems**

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lq5VTSafdL8


Judd Leighton School of Business and Economics

Accounting

Anderson, Tracey A.

Journal Article


Park, Sung-Jin

Journal Article


Decision Sciences

Merhi, Mohammad I.

Conference Proceeding


Journal Article


Pathak, Bhavik K.

**Journal Article**


**Economics**

Bregu, Klajdi

**Journal Article**


Valencia, Vicar S.

**Online Website**


Xu, Huanan

**Journal Article**


Zhuang, Hong

Journal Article


Finance

Lu, Xing

Journal Article


Yin, Haiyan

Journal Article


Management

Fox, Mark A.

Journal Article


**Reddy, Rama K**

*Journal Article*


**Marketing**

**Bindroo, Vishal M.**

*Journal Article*


**Swain, Andrew W.**

*Journal Article*


**Torkzadeh, Samaneh**

*Conference Proceeding*

Journal Article


College of Liberal Arts & Sciences

Biological Sciences

Clark, Thomas M.

Journal Article


Elrod, Susan

Journal Article


Mecklenburg, Kirk L.

Journal Article


Chemistry

Rizk, Shahir

Journal Article


Criminal Justice

Merken, Stacie E.

Journal Article

Merken, Stacie and James, Veronyka. “Perpetrating the myth: Exploring media accounts of rape myths on “women’s” networks.” Deviant Behavior 41:9 September 2020.
English

Balthaser, Benjamin L.

Book Chapter


Journal Article


Balthaser, Benjamin L. “New Deal Settler Colonialism, Indigeneity and the 1930s Literary Left.” PMLA 136:1 January (1st Quarter/Winter) 27, 2020. https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/pmla/issue/5D0D3E9AFB5549FEF6AF7A06BB099E87


Poetry


Chaney, Joseph R.

Book


Book Introduction

Poem in journal


Poem in state archive


Chaney, Joseph R. “Their First Road Trip.” InVerse: Indiana’s Poetry Archive October (4th Quarter/Autumn) 2020.

Ervick, Kelcey

Comic/Graphic Nonfiction


Interview


He, Chu

Journal Article


Kahan, Lee F.

Book Review


Lee, David D.

Poems


Lee, David D. “Spiritual Moment.” *Denver Quarterly* June 1, 2020


Lee, David D. “They Reappear in Some Vanished Summer.” *Salamander* 51:Fall/Winter 2020-2021

Lee, David D. “More Pleasant Adventure, Unfit to Stand Trial, No Two Alike.” *Map Literary* November 1, 2020.  


**Fiction**

[https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b7c554196e76fcbb0bf14df/t/5e6d98f1186dd45936680172/1584240881613/David+Dodd+Lee.pdf](https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b7c554196e76fcbb0bf14df/t/5e6d98f1186dd45936680172/1584240881613/David+Dodd+Lee.pdf).


**Illustrations**

[https://therumpus.net/2020/06/permadeath/](https://therumpus.net/2020/06/permadeath/).

[https://therumpus.net/2020/10/racism-is-a-reboot-binging-battlestar-galactica-at-the-end-of-a-world/](https://therumpus.net/2020/10/racism-is-a-reboot-binging-battlestar-galactica-at-the-end-of-a-world/).

Lee, David D. “Illustrations for “Close to You:” a Family's Love, Depression, and Grief by Josiah Nelson.” *The Rumpus* January (1st Quarter/Winter) 9, 2020  
[https://therumpus.net/2020/01/close-to-you-a-familys-love-depression-and-grief/](https://therumpus.net/2020/01/close-to-you-a-familys-love-depression-and-grief/).

[https://therumpus.net/2020/02/father-time-is-undefeated/](https://therumpus.net/2020/02/father-time-is-undefeated/).

**Magnan-Park, Anne C.**

**Editorial**

[https://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/intellect/nzps/2019/00000007/00000002;jsessionid=20g9g8ijokg42.x-ic-live-03](https://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/intellect/nzps/2019/00000007/00000002;jsessionid=20g9g8ijokg42.x-ic-live-03).

**Roth, Elaine**

**Book Chapter**

Roth, Elaine. “‘This is America’: Race, Gender and The Gothic in Get Out (2017).” *Gothic Film* 2020.
History

Murphy, Tom

Book Review


Shlapentokh, Dmitry V.

Book Review


Journal Article


**Letter**

Shlapentokh, Dmitry V. “Response to Prof. Ernest B. Hook’s Comments On “So-Called Euroasianism”.” *Comparative Civilization* 83. 2020. [https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol83/iss83/19/](https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol83/iss83/19/)

**Zwicker, Lisa F.**

**Book Review**


Journal Article


Informatics

Yu, Liguo

Book Chapter


Mathematics

Guan, Zhong

Journal Article


Physics & Astronomy

Hinnefeld, Jerry D.

Journal Article


Schimmrigk, Rolf K.

Journal Article

Political Science

Bennion, Elizabeth A.

**Journal Article**


Karakatsanis, Neovi M.

**Book Review**


Smith, James M.

**Journal Article**


Psychology

Ladd, Kevin L.

**Journal Article**


Ritchie, Kathy L.

**Journal Article**


Schult, Carolyn A.

**Book Chapter**


**Sociology and Anthropology**

Gibson, Rebecca

**Book**


Randall Jr., Theo W.

**Journal Article**


Schrank, Zach A.

**Journal Article**

VanderVeen, James M.

Journal Article


Women's and Gender Studies

Gerken, Christina

Book Review


Lidinsky, April

Book


Book Chapter


World Languages

Hernando, Julio F.

Book Review


Luppes, Jeffrey P.

Book Chapter

School of Education

Counseling & Human Services

Campbell, Joe A.

Journal Article


Larrier, Yvonne I.

Textbook


School of Social Work

Moyo, Otrude N.

Book Chapter


Schurz Library

Feighery, Julie M.-F.

Book Review


Opasik, Scott A.

Book Chapter

Vera Z. Dwyer College of Health Sciences

Applied Health Sciences

Clift, Ian C.

Book

Clift, Ian C. Clinical Immunodiagnostics: Laboratory Principles and Practices” Jones and Bartlett Learning, February 2020. 
https://www.jblearning.com/catalog/productdetails/9781284173017

Journal Article

https://journals.ke-i.org/mra/article/view/2150


Fisher, Thomas

Journal Article

http://telerehab.pitt.edu/ojs/index.php/Telerehab/article/view/6308


Dental Education

Miller, Kelsey L.

Journal Article

https://www.adea.org/ADEA/Blogs/Bulletin_of_Dental_Education/Dental_Hygiene_and_Clinical_Lab_Science_Students_at_Indiana_University_South_Bend_Work_Together_to_Gain_New_Perspectives.html
Nursing

Hostetler, Tina

Journal Article


White, Barbara J.

Journal Article


Rehabilitation Sciences

Henderson, Deniselynn H.

Manual


Miller, Allison

Book Chapter


Springle, Alisha

Journal Article


School of Social Work

Reza, Hasan

Journal Article